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Abstract - The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical objects, devices, vehicles, buildings and other items which are 

embedded with electronics, software, sensors, and network connectivity, which enables these objects to collect and exchange data. 
In this paper we compare the performance of two application layer protocols, that are Constrained Application Protocol 
(CoAP) and Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT)in an Internet of Things (IoT) scenario. The two protocols have 
been implemented on the same low cost and low complexity software platform, suitable for IoT applications. The 
performance, in terms of protocol architecture, Transport layer, Framebytes, Headersize, Payload etc. strictly related 
experimentally evaluated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

What is IoT? 

Internet of Things is environment where small smart 

devices are connected always, anytime and anywhere 
with each other via internet. IoT enables all kinds of 

devices to connect together and share information 

seamlessly and number of things connected to the 

Internet is more than people present on earth that reason 

we used IoT. Those things or objects is small embedded 

devices that must contain low power and low cost also. 

Generally IoT classified in two type first is outside of 

IoT and second is inside of IoT. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

A. MQTT FOR IOT COMMUNICATION 
MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport) was 

develop by or introduce by IBM in 1999 and 

standardized by OASIS in 2013 to target come up 

with lightweight M2Mcommunication [3]. It is 

publish/subscribe protocol architecture similar to 

client/server protocol show in figure below. The 

importance of MQTT protocol is due to its simplicity 

and the no need of high CPU and memory usage 

(reason is the lightweight protocol) [6]. MQTT 

supports a wide range of different devices and mobile 

platforms. At transport layer TLS/SSL security 
provide to MQTT. 

 
Figure 1: MQTT Architecture 

B. CoAPFOR IOT COMMUNICATION 

CoAP supports publish/subscribe architecture, this 

architecture provides multicast communications, and 

thepublisher sends the message so on the other hand 

multi subscribers can catch the message and takes the 
actions. This scenario is done in an Asynchronous 

way. Publish /subscribe architecture is used to 

support a large number of users and provide better 

performance than the traditional way [3]. 
 

 
Figure 2: CoAP cloud-based system [5] 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

MQTT PROCESS: 

An MQTT system consists of clients communicating 

with a server, often called a "broker". A client may be 

either a publisher of information or a subscriber. Each 

client can connect to the broker. 

Information is organized in a hierarchy of topics. 

When a publisher has a new item of data to distribute, 

it sends a control message with the data to the 

connected broker. The broker then distributes the 
information to any clients that have subscribed to that 

topic. The publisher does not need to have any data 

on the number or locations of subscribers, and 

subscribers in turn do not have to be configured with 

any data about the publishers. 

If a broker receives a topic for which there are no 

current subscribers, it will discard the topic unless the 
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publisher indicates that the topic is to be retained. 

This allows new subscribers to a topic to receive the 
most current value rather than waiting for the next 

update from a publisher. 

When a publishing client first connects to the broker, 

it can set up a default message to be sent to 

subscribers if the broker detects that the publishing 

client has unexpectedly disconnected from the broker. 

Clients only interact with a broker, but a system may 

contain several broker servers that exchange data 

based on their current subscribers' topics. 

 

 ECLIPSE MOSQUITTO BROKER: 

Mosquitto is a really lightweight MQTT broker 
written in C. We have used it in the past so it came 

naturally to investigate its capabilities as a broker for 

a scalable IoT platform. It supports TLS and there are 

plugins for authorization using a database, but it has 
some downsides. 

Unfortunately, Mosquitto does not support clustering, 

it makes scaling a bit difficult. It is using only a 

single thread so can't take advantage of multi core 

CPUs. An interesting issue that we had with it when 

we started to load test it is that above 10 client 

connections / sec over TLS, connection attempts 

started to fail due to some errors with the handling of 

SSL connections using OpenSSL. 

 

 STEPS TO INSTALL MOSQUITTO 

BROKER: - 
STEP 1: Download mosquito from the Download 

section of Mosquitto.org. 
 

 
Figure 3:  Mosquitto Installation step 1 

 
STEP 2: It will take you to the Eclipse repository 

with mirror options through which you can download 

the exe file.  

 
Figure 4: Mosquitto Installation step 2 

 

STEP 3: Double clicking the downloaded exe will 

throw you with the following screen through you 

might need to download the OpenSSL and PThreads. 

 
Figure5 Mosquitto Installation step 3 

STEP 4: Download the Win32 OpenSSL v1.0.2c 

Light setup file and install it. We need to get couple 

of DLL files from this installation. 

 

STEP 5: Now the installation is done, we need to 

make sure the following files are copied to the folder 

where Mosquitto is installed. 

 

 WIRESHARK 

Wireshark is a free and source packet. It is used for 

network troubleshooting, analysis, software and 
communications protocol development, and 

education. Originally named Ethereal, the project was 

renamed Wireshark in May 2006 due to trademark 

issues.[4]Wireshark is cross-platform, using the 

Qtwidget toolkit in current releases to implement its 

user interface, and using pcap to capture packets; it 

runs on Linux, macOS, BSD, Solaris, some other 

Unix-like operating systems, and Microsoft 

Windows. There is also a terminal-based (non-GUI) 

version called TShark. Wireshark, and the other 

programs distributed with it such as TShark, are free 
software, released under the terms of the GNU 

General Public License. 

 

RESULTS AND SIMULATION OF MQTT: 

 

The main intension of this project is to study and 

compare the IoT protocols. Out of MQTT, CoAP, 

XMPP, AMQP (IoTprotocols) we have selected 

https://mosquitto.org/
https://github.com/eclipse/mosquitto/issues/383
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communications_protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-platform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qt_(software)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qt_(software)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pcap
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacOS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BSD
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solaris_(operating_system)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix-like
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Windows
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Windows
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Windows
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_General_Public_License
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_General_Public_License
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_General_Public_License
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CoAP and MQTT for study and compare, both the 

protocols have different working strategies and 
footprint on network so firstly we have to execute 

those protocols and monitor their characteristics 

andfoot print on network. Following are the steps 

followed to get the result of MQTT protocol. 

 

STEP 1:-After installation of mosquito broker on 

windows we have to execute the mosquito.exe file to 

make the mosquito broker run, following command 

helps to execute the mosquito broker 

cd C:\Program Files (x86)\mosquitto\mosquitto.exe 

 

 
Figure6: Mosquitto Broker 

STEP2:-As soon as mosquito broker is running, we have to make message to pass through subscribe and 
publish model. This is completed using two new cmd windows with one for subscribe and another for 

publishing the data following command helps to execute the same. 

1) mosquitto_sub -v -t 'home/light' 

2) mosquitto_pub -t 'home/light' -m 'Turn ON' 

3) mosquitto_pub -t 'home/light' -m 'Turn OFF' 

 

 
Figure7: Mosquitto Pub/Sub 

 

STEP3:-Next step includes use of cloudmqttmqtt broker which is online in nature. Before executing this stage 

we have to start wireshark and make it capture the packets . after that new cmd windows should be used to 

subscribe and publish to cloudmqtt broker following steps are used to subscribe and publish data to cloudmqtt 

broker. 
1) mosquitto_pub -h "m11.cloudmqtt.com" -p "13554" -u "iattiavy" -P "rAckgVSGk0Ex" -t 

"/testx/totalrainfall" -m "jdljsdscnkcnkknkndcnkn" 

 

 
Figure 8: Cloud MQTT 
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STEP 4:-Here after this step we have to stop the wireshark from capturing the packets. Generally, wiresharks 

captures every packet our machine is send out to the server machine on web so we need to filter out our mqtt 
packets or the cloudmqtt port packets. To do that we have to apply filter in wireshark which would be 

tcp.port==port number following fig shows the same. 

 

 
Figure9: Wireshark Packet Analyzer 

 

COAP PROCESS: 

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is a 

specialized Internet Application Protocol for 

constrained devices, as defined in RFC 7252. It 

enables those constrained devices called "nodes" to 

communicate with the wider Internet using similar 

protocols. CoAP is designed for use between devices 

on the same constrained network (e.g., low-power, 

lossy networks), between devices and general nodes 

on the Internet, and between devices on different 
constrained networks both joined by an internet. 

CoAP is also being used via other mechanisms, such 

as SMS on mobile communication networks. 

 

RESULTS AND SIMULATION OF COAP: 

 

STEP 1: Launching of VMware player and tune to 

the Ubuntu home page on virtual box. 
 

 
Figure10: VMware player 

 

STEP 2: Launching the contiki simulator is the next 

task which can be executed using following 

commands in terminal box.In the terminal window, 

go to the Cooja directory: 

cd contiki/tools/cooja 

Start Cooja with the command: 

ant run 

 
Figure11: Contiki Simulator 

 

STEP 3: Setting up new simulation in contiki 

following steps can be used to execute the same 

1) Click the File menu and click New simulation.... 

2) Cooja now opens up the Create new simulation 
dialog. In this dialog, we may choose to give our 

simulation a new name, but for this example, 

we'll just stick with My simulation. Click the 

Create button. 

3) Before we can simulate our network, we must 

add one or more motes. We do this via the Motes 

menu, where we click on Add motes.... Since this 

is the first mote we add, we must first create a 

mote type to add. Click Create new mote type... 

and select one of the available mote types. For 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7252
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this example, we click Sky mote... to create an 

emulated Tmote Sky mote type. 
4) Cooja opens the Create Mote Type dialog, in 

which we can choose a name for our mote type 

as well as the Contiki application that our mote 

type will run. For this example, we stick with the 

suggested name, and instead click on the 

Browse... button on the right-hand side to choose 

our Contiki application. 

5) Wego to the -

directory/home/user/contiki/examples/ipv6/rpl-

border-router. This directory holds a number of 

Contiki applications that provide examples for 

how to do simple UDP communication over IPv6 
from which we have to select rpl-border-router.c 

file. 

6) Then we go to the- 

7) directory/home/user/contiki/examples/er-rest-

example/er-rest-server.compile the file and 
execute 2 nodes of the same on the network 

graph. 

8) We can now see the 3 motes we added to the 

simulation in the Network window. Click the 

Start button to start the simulation by opening a 

new terminal and executing the following 

command before that we have to be in cooja 

example directory, “make connect router cooja” 

9) We see printouts from the simulated motes 

appearing in the Mote output window. The 

Network window shows communication going 

on in the network. The Timeline window shows 
communication and radio events over time - the 

small gray lines are ContikiMAC periodically 

waking the radio up. We can click the Pause 

button to pause the simulation. 

 

 
Figure12: COAP Output 

 

STEP 4: After that we have to start the wireshark software which is default available in VMplayer which makes 

the simulation lot more easier to execute as wireshark directly captures the packets between motes through .Pcap 

file generated during simulation 

 

 
Figure13 COAP- Wireshark Packet Analyzer 
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IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

 
In this section we analyze and compare the performance of MQTT and CoAP : 

 

 

PARAMETERS 

 

MQTT COAP 

Supported Architecture Publish – subscribe 
Request – Response, 

Resource Observe /Publish - Subscribe 

Transport Layer 

 
Runs on TCP Runs on UDP 

Frame Bytes 

 
71 Bytes(568bits) 75 Bytes(600bits) 

Header Size 

 
5 Bytes 8 Bytes 

Pay load 

 
Length -17 Length - 23 

Figure14: Comparison Table 

 

 
Figure15: Simulation O/P-MQTT & CoAP 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this work, we have focused on CoAP and MQTT, 

application protocols. we have compared and 

discussed in detail these two protocols, firstly from a 

qualitative perspective and then from a quantitative 

one. The qualitative comparison suggests that MQTT 

is more appropriate for applications requiring 

advanced functionalities, such as messages 

persistence, wills and “exactly-once” delivery. 
Furthermore, CoAP limits the security support to 

unicast communications, which makes MQTT a 

preferable solution when secure multicast is a strong 

requirement. 

 

On the other hand, our preliminary performance 

analysis shows that CoAP achieves better results both 

in terms of bandwidth usage and round trip time. 

This, combined with the CoAP caching feature, 

makes CoAP a more appropriate choice for the 

development of efficient applications having the goal 

of reducing both network utilization and device 

resource usage. 

 

In terms of reliability, MQTT performs better as a 

consequence of its more sophisticated reliability and 

congestion control mechanisms. However, a 

significant difference is only observed when data 

have to be exchanged very frequently. For 
applications which do not require very high data 

transmission frequency, the difference between the 

reliability in CoAP and MQTT decreases. 
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